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BOOK REVIEWS
Drone: remote control warfare, by Hugh Gusterson, Cambridge, MA, The MIT Press, 2016,
216 pp., $24.95 (hardback), ISBN 978-0-262-03467-8
When technologies interact with social, political and organizational practices, the whole can be greater
than the sum of its parts, creating something new in human affairs. This observation is common enough
in the twenty-first century and well understood by people whose first toy did not involve a touch screen;
less accepted is the equally valid observation that these techno–social–political innovations are always a
mixed blessing. In this fascinating account of how technology and practice have produced dronewarfare,
Hugh Gusterson makes a compelling case that drones, and the ‘applications’ they have enabled, have
created a host of deeply troubling issues. These new applications and activities constitute more than just
a new standoff weapon in Gusterson’s view. Instead, the synergy among technology, application and
politics constitutes a new type of activity that does not fit neatly into existing legal, ethical or military
concepts, including the concept of ‘war’ itself.
‘Drones’ – remote controlled, semi-autonomous or even autonomous weapons and surveillance
systems – have existed in military arsenals since the nineteenth century. With onset of the ‘Global
War on Terror’, however, a confluence of tactical demands, political preferences and new technol-
ogies created semi-autonomous drones that could loiter over failed states looking for terrorist
ringleaders and their henchmen. Armed with the lightest of weapons and able to operate in
permissive environments lacking air defenses or technologies to interfere with controllers sitting
thousands of miles away, drones became the anti-terror weapon of choice. The Barak Obama
administration was especially attracted to drone warfare, which it depicted as a humane way to
take the fight to terrorists hiding in the most inaccessible locations with the added benefit of not
risking U.S. ground forces in the process. From a political and military perspective, drones were
right-sized for the War on Terror.
Gusterson explores both the utility and disutility of drones, especially the way they have
enabled the use of violence outside traditional legal and normative boundaries. He acknowl-
edges that drones can potentially minimize collateral damage in war and counter-terrorism
operations; nevertheless, he suggests that this potential is not inherent in the technology
itself but is governed by the way the drone is employed. Most importantly, he suggests that
drones are creating a situation in which the use of ‘micro force’, so to speak, is becoming
ubiquitous. Already, terrorists, miscreants and ‘bad guys’ residing in failed states know that a
bolt from the heavens can be directed at them (and their friends, relatives and supporters, for
that matter) at just about any time. In some locations, the buzzing sound of loitering drones
is an everyday reality. Gusterson suggests, however, that the same logic that led to the use of
drones in the counter-terrorism mission also could lead to the use of drones in domestic law
enforcement, especially as artificial intelligence enables autonomous drone operations.
Those interested in intelligence might find some of Gusterson’s analyses to be a bit
exaggerated; after all, any historian worth her salt would hesitate before making the case
that some phenomenon is actually new under the sun. Yet, there is something new about
drones: They offer a politically acceptable and economical way to wield force continuously
against specific miscreants in what is a plausibly humane manner. Paradoxically, while the
Information Revolution generally empowers individuals at the expense of the state, drone
warfare empowers the state at the expense of individuals, making it difficult for the criminal,
combatant or terrorist to escape the long arm of state sanction. Analysts need to be on the
lookout for emerging techno–social–political innovations that can alter existing relationships
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between militaries, governments and the people. Indeed, there is a distinct possibility that
drones, especially if they are exploited to their full autonomous potential, could produce a
permanent buzzing sound in all of our ears.
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Spy chiefs, Vol. 1: intelligence leaders in the United States and United Kingdom, edited by
Christopher Moran, Mark Stout, Ioanna Iordanou and Paul Maddrell, Washington,
Georgetown University Press, 2018, 352 pp., US$30 (paperback), ISBN 9781626165199
Spy Chiefs editors Christopher Moran, Mark Stout, Ioanna Iordanou and Paul Maddrell have
successfully assembled a diverse-but-focused set of perspectives on the rather large and daunting
topic of global ‘intelligence leaders.’ The first half of the two-volume set – Spy Chiefs, Vol. 1 –
focuses on intelligence leaders in the US and UK, drawing upon scholars from varied disciplinary
backgrounds to offer rich, creative engagement with the subject. As a category, edited collections
offer the promise of diversity and vibrancy, bringing together a dozen or more perspectives on a
central issue that, collectively, have more to say than any individual author could on their own. Yet
edited collections also run the risk of discordant incoherence; the worst slap together vaguely
related essays with little or no thought to central themes or ideas. Thankfully, Spy Chiefs falls in the
former camp.
In their introduction chapter to Spy Chiefs, Vol. 1, editors Moran, Stout and Iordanou clearly
state the purpose of their project: to examine just how important intelligence leaders are – to
their agencies, nations and world events – and the factors that shape said leaders and their
time in office. In the extreme, they posit, some might consider intelligence leaders to be all-
powerful, entirely secret ‘spy chiefs’, capable of manipulating national and international
events at will. By examining real leaders and their agencies – largely during the course of
the twentieth century – the essays that follow seek to evaluate whether such a ‘spy chief’
really exists. Vol. 1 evenly divides its focus between the impact of leaders upon intelligence
organizations and activities and the impact of external factors upon the leaders themselves.
On the subject of leaders’ impact upon organizations: Mark Stout addresses the topic of John
Grombach’s ‘Pond’ private intelligence organization, NSA historians Betsy Smoot and David
Hatch offer a historical survey of NSA Directors (DIRNSAs), Matthew Fay examines General
Leslie Groves’ impact on early US atomic intelligence, and Rory Cormac considers Stewart
Menzies’s influence upon UK covert action. In terms of outside factors’ influence upon
intelligence leaders: Andrew Hammond considers DCI William Casey’s evangelical notions of
‘freedom’, and Michael Graziano considers the importance of OSS chief William Donovan’s
Catholicism.
Another important theme that emerges from these chapters: the dynamic tension between
hoarding and disseminating information. This is evident in Stout’s discussion of Grombach
(wherein the subject undercut his organization’s relevance through a fierce resistance to share
reporting) and Christopher Moran’s take on DCI Richard Helms’ late-in-life memoirs (which com-
prised a shocking final act for ‘the man who kept the secrets’).
Spy Chiefs draws strength from a collection of authors already well established in their expertise
on intelligence leaders. Indeed, some authors’ work on these subjects will be familiar to readers:
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